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I, HISfOEIGAL BACKilOOiD AMD BASIC COiOEPTS 
A» Typical Kesults of PrsTious Authors 
f©r a nmih&r of years,. noa-Xinear problems ia »ech-
a»ies and aatheiiatieal physies have h®m th® object of mueh 
attention by engia@ers, physicists, and aatheaaticians. A 
major eontributing faetor to this interest ia the fact that 
mo^st phenoaeaa encountered in the physical world are in th@ir 
nature noa»^lia©ar| that is, the differential equations de» 
scribing thea ar® noa-lintar# 1» Bost eases this leads t© 
iamediate diffieulties because th® ni©ii»liii©ar equations can­
not be s©lv©d ia t^ras of elementary functions, aad the 
®ff®ets 0f Tariations of parameters ia the equatioas are 
exO'©ediagly difficult %o study. 
S®aetia®s infomatioa eoacemiag th© nature of mn*-
linear pheiioaeiia can be obtained through eoasidtration of 
the "linearized*' pr©bl©ii utidtr speeial cirewstancea. fhe 
troublesoae Eoa-lintar terns are dropptd froii the equations 
or ar® replaced by linear approisiaations, 'In example of 
this is the replacement of the siae of x by 3C in th© ©quatioa 
of the simple pendulum. Suah devices aay be used to good 
advantage in eases whtr© the'error iatroduoed by the linear** 
isatioB can be eonsidered ^^negligible'" in some sense | for 
example, in the oas® of th# simple pendultai th© e'rror is 
"gaall" if 3c is «staall«» Iowe¥#r, it is well known that non-
linear phenomeaa aay appear whose ©xisteace cannot even be 
detected from the linearised problem, because lineariiation 
itself precliadts such phenoiiena. The txistenee of sub'^ 
haraoaic forced oscillations in. a larg© number of non-linear 
sjst©ffls. and th© existence of self-excited non-liEear oscil­
lations are escamples @f this. 
fhe aatheaatician is thus confronted with the problem 
of describing the solutions of non-linear systems without 
resorting to lintariBation, Sine® la the rmt majority of 
eases there is mo hope of obtaining explicit 'SolutioEs, this 
description is of necessity nor© qmalitative than quanti-
tatife# This is not as complete a retreat as it might ap­
pear to be. fhe knowledge that a system yields periodic 
solutions, or that the solntioiis ar® bounded, is useful 
informatioii and ia aany oases may he entirely adequate for 
the purpose at hand. This situation has given rise to a 
large body of literature concerned with such things as th© 
amplitudes, bound®, periods> discoatiauities, and so forth, 
of solutions, with m pretense of fiadiag e»ct solutions. 
Froa the strictly mathematical point of Tiew, elegant tech­
niques hair# been devised for attacking problems in this way 
and th©r« is a great deal of interest in these problems 
quite apart from any physical or engiii©$ring applications. 
An area in which a great deal of work has hmn done is 
that dealiag with non-linear oscillations. Methods have 
been devised for establishing the existence and character 
of periodic solutions in a wide fariety of aases, efen 
though the solutions cannot toe displajed explicitly# So»e 
of the Biost sucGessful modes of approaeh. to these problems 
wer© laid down by Poineart (11)* His ideas have been 
especially fruitful in the study of seco,ad-order systems* 
They are discussed is some detail in Chapter I, Part B. 
SecoEd-or<l©r systems inwstigated in recent years have 
usually been af the general form 
where thf dot deaotes differentiation with respect to the 
independent Tariable t. By spesialiaiag this equation in 
various ways, aaay workers hav© contributed to the ooasider-
able body of' literature which now exists-* A cas® which has 
been of particular interest is that where e(t) is periodic* 
Systems of this type occia* frequently in physical probleis| 
for exaaple, in th© analysis of electrical circuits. 
Levinsoii (10) considered the form 
and was able to prov© the existence cf a periodic solution 
under ceHaiii circumstances, H© found that the following 
conditions were sufficj-cno to assurt its existemes 
°x * iiiXfk) gix) « eCt) 
{a) fh@re exist fixed positif© mimlbers A and in 
such that 
f(x,x) > m 
for all |x| > k and a3-l jx{ > A, 
Cb| There exists a fixed number 1 such that 
f CXjXl > -M 
for all ¥alu#s of x and x# 
Cc) Lia {gCx)| » + oo , 
{ac}-^ °° 
(d) xgix) is positive for all jxj > A» 
ie) tiia {gCx)/C?(x)] « 0, wiiere Six) » \ g(w)ciu, 
o 
(f) l@(t)} is boimci©d for all t« 
Langeahop (7) modified a part of Levinson^s proof, and 
between th® two results it was proved that the equation 
has a periodic solution if only assiamptions Cc) and (d) 
are imposed upon the function gix)* 
Seuter (14) and Cartwright and Mttlewood {1) intr©-
duced a parameter int© the equation and established resalts 
explicitly in terns of it*. Eeuter studied the ©quation 
X + kzfCx) ^  g{x) « k#(t) (k >0), 
and, under the conditions listed below, proved that there 
exists a fi3c©d positive niBsber K auch that evtry solution 
of the abov© ©qiiatien ttltiiaately satisfies 
fx} < I, }xj < K(k + 1). 
(a) Lira ffuldiil « + o®, Lis I V « -oo, 
0 x-v-®® J 
(b) Th@r@ exists a posit IT© nuiaber A Bueh that 
xg(x) is pQsitife fm jx{ ^ 
Cc| Lia j f gCti)dm| « 4°^^ 
|3ch-(o J 
t 
Cd| J ®Cu){i«. i® bomded for all t« 
o 
Cartwright and Littl^weod arrived at tli® same formal result 
from a som-ewhat different mt of hfpotlieses. they coa* 
sidered the ©quation 
X 4- kxfC3c,k| + g{x,k) « ke{t), 
under the following assisaptioiis j 
{aI There ©xist two nimhera'A and 1 such that 
f(x,k) > *A for all values of x, and 
f(Xfk) > B > 0 for all jxj ^ 1, 
{b) TMre exists a nuaber C SMGh that [g(x)] sgn x 
> 0 > 0 for jxj ^1, and tla#r© exlstm a 
function y(i ) such that lg(x)| <y(S) for 
}x| <f , where f is IndepeMeat of k. 
(c) There exists a maaber I such that j#Ct)l < I 
and I y ©Cu)du| < !• 
Q 
Under them conditions, Cartwright and Littlewood have shorn 
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that ewery solution of the equation abOT® ultimately 
satisfies 
|xl < K, jxf < iCk + 1),.. 
Many other workers liaf# stiidiei this general type of 
second-order equation uader various assiuiaptiQns on the 
coefficients and the driving teOT. fhts# iEclud© Lefschetz 
(9), Golofflbo (2), Oraba {17|, and liangenhop and Farnell (6). 
Second-order ©quations in which the driTing terra is 
aero haTe also reetived considerable attention* By far tiie 
most interesting situation is 'eiicQimtered, in thoa« systems 
which giv© ris© to **self-«xcit€d^ or *»s©lf"s«.stain®d« 
oscillations. Physically, thes© are systems which haY© an 
unstable position of eqwilibriiia. If th© system is remoTed 
eT@r so slightly from this position of rest, it will begin 
to oselllate with no further outside force actiag upon it. 
This results from tht faot that th© systea has "negative** ^ 
damping for motioos of saall wloeity aad "positiv©" damping 
for motions of large veloeity, fh® system is forced away 
frora its position of rest but is preveattd from getting too 
far away* Intuitivelyi one might expect that it would 
settle into some kind of oscillatory aiotion, and under proper 
conditions thii is what actually occurs, fan der Pol {18) 
studied th@ ©quatioa 
X * X® * 1) + X •« 0, 
and jttst such a situation has been found to exist with re­
spect to its solutions,. If the parameter s is large, the 
o'seillations tak© on tM® Jerky character ascribed to 
^relaxation oscillations^| t^at is, interiralg of very rapid 
motion alternate with, internals of rmry slow Motion,, 
LeTinson and Saith Cll) hme shown that a quite general 
©quation can give risi to relaxation oscillations, fhey 
studied the equation 
X * £f|x,x| gCx) » 0, 
under the follewiag assumptions i, 
{aI xgix) is positiv© for a,ll fxj > 0, 
^oo 
(b) (""gCuldu « 4 oo ^  
0 
icj f(0,0|' is negatiT®,* 
(d) There '©xists a fixed positiT© number A such 
that ilx,x) is positiTt for jx( > A. 
C@) fhtr« e3£i.sts a fixtd positiv© nmah&r M such 
that fC3c,,i,| > "M for all fx} < A, 
(f| There exists a fixed positive number B such 
that 
B 
I f Cx,x|dx > lOM., 
A 
where x is any positive function of x in the-
course of the integratioa. 
Othtfs who ha.Tre obtained results in the study of free 
oseillations include Flaaders and Stoker C3)ji. i-a Salle (6), 
Shohat (15), and Wendtl Cl9)» 
These brief cosiaeftts s@rw@ to indicate the breadth of 
interest in »OB~lin@ar problems and to illustrate soaie of 
the typical results wMcli M.¥# been obtained. It is signi-
ficaat that all the ©xaapl&s cited above deal with second-
order systems. In general, the rather specialised techniques 
which have been developed for dealing with second-order 
systems do not readily lend themselves to the treatment of 
higher-order equations. Friedrichs (4) has imposed these ' 
fflwethods on a third-order systeii and succeeded in proving the 
existence of a periodic solution, but this is the exception 
rather than th@ rul©» 
fh# theorems prsstnt in Chapter II of this thesis are 
of the general type cited,above. As is noted in Chapter 
II, previous authors have consistently found it necessary 
to impos® certain restrictions upon the "damping coefficient" 
f(x,x). fhese assuriptions are typified by assumption (a) 
in th# theorems of LeVinson and Eeut©r abov©# Simple ex­
amples of linear equations show that such assumptions are 
not always ntcessary for the existence of bounded and 
periodic solutions, fhis thesis establishes the existenc© 
of such solutions for several classes of nonlinear equations 
in which f(x,x) does not satisfy such conditions. 
B, Methods and Technitaes 
fhe theortffls which will be presented in this thesis are 
based on well*known results from the theory of topological 
transformations. The application of this theory as a method 
for investigating the .solutions of non-linear systems is du© 
to Poincare* la its more elemeatary aspects, this method of 
attack does not appear particmlarly subtle or abstruse} 
neTertheless, th© ideas oontained in it ham played a major 
role ia the progress whieh has been made up to this tiiae, 
A brief resiaie of these ideas is given her# to supply th® 
background necessary for the theorems which are presented 
in this^ thesis# Lew'imon {12) has treated these matters on 
a much more sophisticated level than that of th© discussion 
which follows. 
Consider a system of two first-order ordinary diff­
erential equations 
X » P{x,y), 
(1.1) 
y « QCx^yl,. 
where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to the 
independent variable t. Systeas of this kind, where the 
independent variable does not' appear explicitly, are 
usually called "autonomous" systems. In general, this 
system cannot be solved in terms of any known functions, 
•10~ 
but it is quite often possible to derive infomation eoa-
cerniwg the solutions hf means of a rather simple deTioe# 
Let one of the equations, say th@ second, be divided by the 
other. The result is a single first-order equation involving 
only the dependent variablesi 
dy/dx « QCx,,y)/P|3£,yh, (1,2) 
The solutioas,of this equation ean be represented as 
curves in the xy-plan©# 
Returriing to ©quatioas (1»1), one ean conceive of a 
''representative poiat^ wliicli moves in the xy-plane in such 
a way that at each instant of tiae the oompoaents of its 
velocity vector satisfy equations (1#1|. Let this point 
be denoted by P[xCt),ytt,| j scCt^J,yCtQ|]where x(t) and 
y{t) satisfy equations (1.1) and th© representative point 
is located at the point (xCt^)jyit^JI at time t^. Then P 
will depart from (xft^)^yCt^J) and move in the xy-plane 
along a ufiiqu© path, and if its locatioa is known at any 
subsequent tiii© th© magnitude and direction of its velocity 
vector can b@ calculated from equatioas Cl»l). In fact, at 
tlM one can Imagine that there is a representatiye point 
located at each point of the xy-plaae. Then as tine in* 
creases, each of these points will trace out a path, or 
trajectory, in the plane* The correspondence between these 
trajectories and the solution curves of equation (1,2) is 
easily deduced. If in the course of its travels P passes 
through the point (2^,^^}, then the trajectory traced by P 
as it noves in the plane will be a portion of that solution 
curire of equation (l«2j whioh passes through th© point 
C^tF©)* solution cur-res of equation Cl#2) therefore 
represent a sort of aon-chronologieal history of tlie solu­
tions of equations (1*1), in that they display the functional 
relationships between the dspeBdent variables without COB-
sid©rati©n to the tin® when thos© relationships occur# In 
inTestigations of the trajectories of seeond-order systeias, 
the xy-plane is usually called the "phase plan®"* 
The behavior of the point P as it moves along a tra* 
Jectory depends on the functions P{x,y) and Q(x,,y}». Points 
where PCic,yJ and Q(X|y) vanish simultaneously ar© of 
particular interest and importance in d^teraining the es­
sential nature of the trajectories in the phase plane. 
E@f#rence to equations Cl»l) shows that, if Cx^jy^) is a 
point where P(x;,,y) and Qix^j) both vanish, then x m 3%, 
y a yQ is a solution of the system# The representative 
point at fx0,.y0| remains stationary, and the trajectory 
reduces to a single point# Points of this kind ar© called 
"singular points'*,, and in physical systems they con-es-
pond to positions of ©quilibritaa* As a consequence of the 
uniqueness theorem, a moving representative point in a 
well-behaved system can never move into and occupy a singular 
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point. HowsTer, in some cases representatiir® points in th© 
neighborhood of a singular point may approach it asjmptot-
^ioally as time increases without bound, Oon-rerselj, repre­
sentative points iEitiallf located arbitrarily close to a 
singular point may recede arbitrarily far from it as time 
increases without bouad. In thi study of autonomous systems, 
knewledge of the behairi®r of solmtions in the aeighborhood 
of singular points can he highly inforaati^© with regard to 
such matters as boundedness, pariodicity, stability, and so 
forth, of the solutions, The complete and rigorous elass-
ification of the singular points of seeond'-order systems was 
first accomplished by PoioGart Cl3), who was able to classify 
thea iato four fundamental types* A lucid ©xposition of this 
theory has been given by Stoker (16)* 
Gertaia of the concepts discussed above are often use­
ful in the study of second-order systems in which tia® ap­
pears explicitly. In this gast th® equations eorresponding 
to equations (1,1) and Cl,.2) aay b® written 
X « P(x,,y,t.), 
(1.3) 
y » Q(x,y,t), 
dy/dx « Q(Xjy,t|/P(x,y,tK (1,4) 
-13" 
In exaaining the solution curves of equation {1.4)i 
one laay adopt eitli©r of %m> basic points of Tiew# Th® 
euxTes can be thought of as being three-diaensional in xyt-
space.. From this standpoint, tha irariation of dy/dx for 
fixed X aad j and changing t is explicit as one eonsiders 
various points on the t-axis. The sscond point of view 
restricts itself to the xj-plane and allows tim© to entsr 
as a kiad of parameter* If an observer should fix his 
attention on a particular point (3^,%), he »uld find that 
the iiagnltwde and direotion of the velocity vector defined 
by ©quations (1.3) at ehange with tiiae. This is 
essentially different froai the antonoaous case, where the 
velocity vector is eomplettly d®t®.rmined by and y©. One 
»ight say that an iafinite family of trajeetories share the 
point (xQ>yol, and th© path followed by a representativ© 
point P leaving depends on the tia® at which P 
departs froa (xQ,yQ), This twe-diaensional point of view 
will b© adopted in. th© diseussioa which follows* 
Iii geatral, om'mnmt expect to solv© equations (1»2) 
and (1*4) aay nor© readily thaa he can solve equations {1*1) 
and (lf3|# However, th® geometric and topological approach 
afforded by th® phase plane and trajectory id^as oft®B 
enabl© on© to derive a great deal of infonaation abomt the 
natur© of the solutions# Powerful concepts and thtoreras from 
topology can b© utiliged in establishing completely rigorous 
results* 
A topological mapping of the phase plane into itself 
can be defined in t®ms of the positions of the represen-
tati¥e points at different times. For,, if one considers the 
plane at time t| h© naj mj that there is a representatiire 
point occupying each point of the plane# At a later time 
t^, mch representatiw point again occupits some position, 
fhe possibility that a representatife point may occupy the 
saat€ point at both times i§, of course, aot precluded* 
Suppose a particular r©pres©ntati¥® point P occupied the 
location fx^, y|) at tin© ti and occupies the point (xgjya) 
at tiia© tf. Th® tmiqueness theorem guarantees that only 
one reprasentatiT® poiat occupies CxgiJg) at time tg, and the 
continmitj of the solutions with respect to initial conditions 
assures that a neighborhood of C3C|. ,y|5 is carried over into 
a aeighborhood of W representative points. If 
one defines T to be the transformation which maps the loca-
.tions of the representativ© points at time t| into their 
locations at time tf, then T is continuous and biunique and 
is therefor© a topological transfonttation. 
Suppose that one could show that» under the mapping T, 
a finite simply-connected region E of th© xy-plane is mapped 
into itself# Brow@r*s fixed-point theorem in topology is 
immediately applicable, and one can say that there is a point 
of E which is mapped into itself mnder f* This means that 
some representatiTe point has the sam© location at time 
-15-* 
as it had at time t-jf that is, some trajeetory intersects 
itself, fhe significance of tliis fixed point is greatly 
increase# in the case where P(x,y,tl and QCx,j,t) are 
periodie in t# If p is the period of F{x,.yjt) and Q(x,y,t) 
and E is mapped iato itself fr©a tine to time t^ + p, 
the fixed poiat exists as before^ Thus., some represen-
tatif© point retmrns to its original location after a time 
interral of duration p» Its velocity sector at time t^ + p 
is identical with its Telocity Tector at time t^* This 
follows directly from eqiiaticms {1»3) and the fact that 
P(x,y,t| and Q{3C,y,ti are periodic in t with period p. Then 
P will repeat in the interval 4 p < t ^  t^ * 2p th® motion 
it experienced in th-e intenral t^ < t < t^ • p, and in fact 
the motion of P will be periodic with period p, 
Prohably the most popular iiethod of proTing that a 
region of th© phas© plane is mapped into itself is as 
follows: a simple closed curire V is constructed with the 
property that, at ©very instant, the velocity Tector loc­
ated at each point of f is directed toward the interior of 
r » fhen ©very representative point which crosses T moves 
from the exterior to the interior, and once inside, a 
point cannot escape to the outside again. Let R be th© 
simply-coHnected region hounded hy f, Every represen­
tative point which occupies a point of E at time t| will 
also occupy a point of E at any later time tg,. since no 
representative point can cross the boundary of R going out­
ward. .Consequently, E is napped into itself by T, In fact, 
sine© new representative points are aoatinmally crossing 
the boundary of 1 going inward, I is mapped into a proper 
subset of itself. 
In proofs of this type, the simple closed curve T 
usually consists of stveral segments, and in order to show 
that the velocity vectors are directed toward the interior 
of r, it becomes necessary to determine the orientation of 
those vectors relative to the various sepi#Ets of These 
segments generally consist of an arc from a curve of some 
family 
f(x,y) « e, (1.5) 
wher© Pfx,y) is often defined in tenas of the coefficients 
of the differential efuatioE, These curves can be denoted 
by YiO) to display their dependenc# on the parameter C, 
the ViO) art usually of such a nature that, in those por­
tions of the phase plane where they exist, they vary con­
tinuously with C and each point of the plane lies on exactly 
one r(CK fhus, as a representative point P[xCt),y(t|| 
xCt^),y(tQ,)^ movts along a trajectory, it is at each value 
of t situated on exactly one T^(C). This uniquely specifies 
a value of G, and this valu© of 0 can be associated with P 
at time t. Since th@ Motion of P is continuous with t, so 
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is %he associated falue of G, and one ®aj write 
G(t) « {1,61 
Equation eajti to.e formally differentiated with respect 
to t to yield 
C{t) « ^  &Ct) 4. yCtl. fl.7) 
Then x(t) and yCt) ean he replaced by their definitions in 
equations (1»3),} since by hypothesis they satisfy thos® 
©quations t 
^•{t) « Pixftl,.y|t)jt| + ^  QCx{t),yCt),t), (l»B) 
dx dy 
One may alter his point of view somewhat and aski 
if the representatiw point P occupies the point {x,j) at 
o 
time t, what is the associated valio,# of C(t)f In this 
coatext, equation (l»-8) becomes 
5(x»y,t| •« H Ptx,yjt) * ^  QCx,y,t)* (1*9) 
o 
EquatiOE (1#9) defines CCx,y,t) entirely in terms of known 
o 
functions, and one can calculate CCx,y,t) at any point Cx,y) 
o 
for any time t. The algebraic sign of C{x,y,t) has a 
simple geometric interpretatiorii if C(x,y,.t) is poaitiire, 
the representatiye point occupying Cx,y) at time t is moTing 
18-
in such a v&j that its associated Talue of C is increasing| 
o 
if is mro^ tlie aesoeiated Talue of C is atatioiiaryj 
o 
if C{x,y,t| is negative, the associated value of C is de­
creasing* For examplef if equation (1«5) defines the family 
of circles ifith their centers at the origin (xS + y2 « c) 
O 
C(3C,y,t) positive implies that the representative point P is 
moving outward across the circle passing through the point 
{x,y)i, and similarly for the other two cases. These cases 
are illustrated in Figure 1* 
Figtar® 1#: 
o 
Geometric interpretation of G 
® O 
Since GCx,y,t) depends on t, it may be that C(xQ,yQ,t) 
at a particular point cliangts sign as t varies. 
This simply means that the vectors in Figure 1 vary with 
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time, and their orientation relative to the circles changes 
O 
with time. If CC2c,y,t) changes sign, the representative 
points passing through revers# their direction of 
liotioa relative to the circle passing through (xo,yo)» 
Conversely,, one may observe different ^ points of the plan© 
O 
at a particular time t^i and G(x,y,tQ,| changes from point 
o 
to point. There may exist regions, where G(x,y,tQ) is 
positive and regions where Cfx,y,tQ) is negative| if F(x,y) 
in ©qmation (1,5) has continuoms partial derivatives, equation 
(1,9) shows that th#s© regions must be separated by cijtrves 
O 
along which G|3c,y,tQ) is aero# 
The most interesting and useful case is that where there 
O 
exist regions in th© plan© la which G(x,y,t) is single-signed 
for all values of t. -In this case, the velocity vector at a 
point varies with time., hut its direction does not 
change enough to reverse its orientation relative to the 
curve Y(C) which passes tlirough ^his means that all 
representativ© poiats passing through cross f(C) 
going in the same direction. This is the type of situation 
iihich is of value in showing that the velocity vectors are 
always directed toward the interior of a simple closed curve T, 
This technique ifill be used in the proofs presented in 
Chapter II. 
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II, THEOBEIS Oi BOOIDBD AMD PEEIOSIC SOI.IfTIOMS 
Th© results whieli hav« been cited previously in this 
thesis share a coomott liaitation# In proofs of the ex­
istence of bounded and periodic solutions for equations of 
the general type 
^ xfixfx) + gix) » eCt), (2.1) 
one or the other of two^ coaditioas has been imposed upon 
the damping coefficient f(x,x).. In eases where this co­
efficient do#s not depend on x, the assuoption 
Bign Xj « ^ (2.2) 
has frequently been used. When the damping depends on both 
X and X, the sore severe restriction 
Ma |f{x,x|| > L > 0 (2.3) 
has been required. Examples of these assumptions are 
furnished by the papers of Eeuter (14), Lefschets (9), and 
Kasahara (5), who require equation (2.2), and Levinson (10) 
and Gartwright and Littlewood (1), who utilize inequality 
(2.3)* 
fhe fact that this kind of assumption is not always 
necessary for the existence of bounded and periodic solutions 
••2X* 
is illustrated bj th@ linear equation 
X • Ax • Bac « CsinCt)| C2#4) 
where B, and C are constants« If A > 0 {B + 1 when A » 0), 
the solutioas ©f this equation are feouaded, Ifereowr, th© 
equation has a periodic solution of period 2tT regardless of 
whether A is positive, sen?, or aegati^© s© long as B f 1 
when A »« 0, One is then justified in questioning whether 
more general 'Classes of ©qmatioiis possess hoimded and periodic 
solutions, emn though they coaplj with neither equation (2,2) 
nor lilt quality (2,3 )• fh© theorems in this chapter supply 
an affiiroatiTO answer to this question, iow®Ter, these re­
sults are mt achieved without penalty# When the assumptions 
on the daiaping eoefficitnt are relaxed, it becomes necessary 
to require more of the spring force'** ""'gCx) in equation (2,1). 
Th® conditions imposed upon g(x) in th© theorems below are 
more s«?er© than those in. some of the papers mentioned ahoTe. 
See in particular the results of Eeuter (14) and Sasahara (5), 
Also, it d©T®lops in each case that the bounded solutions 
exist only for those driving terms e(t) which are sufficiently 
small amplitude. Whether these restrictions represent inherent 
characteristics of the equations or are merely limitations of 
the method is not obTious. 
It should b@ understood that th© theorems below are not 
concerned with th# simple existence or uniqueness of solutions# 
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Although it will not be repetitiously stated, in ©very case 
it will b© assumed that the coefficients of ©quatiom (2.1) 
satisfy conditions sufficient to assur® the existence and 
uniqueness of solutionB for ©quation (2,1). In the course 
of each proof, equation (2,1) will be replaced by a pair 
of first order equations of the form 
X = P(x,y,t), 
(2.5) 
y « Q(x,y,t), 
where PCx,y,t) and Q(x,y,t) are simple algebraic functions 
of the coefficients ©f equation (2,1), and their fom is 
such that their denominators do mt Tsaish for finite Talues 
of their arguments, fw© assumptions will be made: 
(a) The coefficients afx), f(x,x), g(x), and e(t) 
art continuous functions for all values of 
their arguiaeEts, Hence, P(x,y,t) and Q(x,y,t) 
are contiauous for all values of their argu-
ments* 
(b) For every finite closed region R of the xy-
plaue and every finite closed interval I, there 
exists a constant L such that, for every pair 
of points (3£g,yg), (X|,y,) in R and ©very value 
of t in I, 
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|F(Xo,yQ,t)-PCx, >yi,t)l< l[|XO-X|P + Cyo"*3rf )®] » 
lQ(3CQ,,yQ,t|-Q|x,,r|,tH< ,)®] V®. 
Assimptioti (b)' represents the wtll-knowii Llpschits oonditioii. 
For any fixed point {^XiJjt) of xyt»spac©, assumptions (a) and 
(bl assise th© existence of exactly on© solution of equations 
(2*5) whieh passes through |x,y,.t), 
fJi® proofs of the theoreas contain a great aaoy con­
ditional statea©nts whioh assert that certain things are 
trwe provided oertain conditions ar® satisfied. In the 
interests of precision and brevity, a special notation will 
be introduced for these statements. This notation will take 
the following fomj 
fCx,y,t) > 0, g(x,,y,t) < "M 
X, < X ^  xg, y, < y < t| X ^  xj, y > y^, t 
The upper line lists the facts which are asserted to be 
true. The lower line lists the conditions under which these 
facts are true» Distinct facts in the upper line ar© sep­
arated by co!i8ias| distinct sets of conditions in the lower 
line are separated by semicolons* If a variable appears in 
the lower line with no inequalities imposed on it, that 
variable is mrestricted. Thus, the esampl® above means: 
The function f(x,y,t) is positive and the function gCx,y,t) 
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is less than •! for all values of t, proTided X| £ x £ Xg 
and In addition, f{x,7,t) is positif® aad-
gCx,y,t) is less than -I for all Talues of t, provided x > X3 
and y > F3» When these arrays are referred to in the text, 
they will be called statements". 
The first theortw to be presented deals with the 
equation 
|a(x)x| + xfCx) • gix) » eCt)» (2,6) 
fheoreai Let the following conditions b® satisfied? 
(a) aCx) is positiT® for all values of x„ 
Cb) There exists a fixed positiTe number such 
that 
xgCxI > 0 
|x| > Xq 
(o) Lim | « 4- 00 J where 
fix) = y g(ii|aCu)du, 
(dj There exists a fixed positit® number S such 
that 
F(x} > ^  F{x) < - S 
X > Xq 
» 
X < -X 
0 
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where 
fix) « ^ 
0 
(e) fhere exists a fixed positive RTMb©r e smch 
that 
wli®r© 
{iCtIf < S -2e 
t 
t 
i(t) » 5 
o 
J o 
Then there exist fixed positive nmbtr^ X and X which ar@ 
independent of th® initial conditions x|0), xCO) and a 
finite nanbtr T[x|0| lAieh depeads on x{0) and x(0) 
such that @"f-©ry solutio-ii 
[x{t|xCO),xCO|j J 3cJt|xC0),x{0)}] 
of equation (2#-6) satisfies 
|s{t|xf0|,x{0)j|, < X| |:Ejt|xC0|,x(0)j I <i 
t > TfjcCOhxCOlI 
.(2.7) 
Further, if ®(t) in equation (2.6) is periodic of period p, 
then equation {2,6J has a periodic sQlution of period p. 
fhe first eonclusion of theorem I states that there 
exists a fiait© rectangle in the xx-plane such that every 
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solution of equation (2,6), regardless of where it starts 
in the ix-plane, arrives within this rectangle after a time 
interval of finite duration, and reaiaias within this rec­
tangle for all subsequent tia©.» fhe tirae required to 
arrive within the rectangle deptads, of course, on where the 
solution starts# 
It will be proved that the solutions of the equivalent 
system 
aCx)x « y - FCx) -i- Ift), 
[2.m 
satisfy a condition similar to statement {2.7and then it 
will be noted how this implies (2,7)» fhe second conclusion 
o f  t h e  t h e o r e m  w i l l  f o l l o w  f r o ®  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  e q u a t i o n s  ( 2 , 8 )  
have a periodic solution if iCtI is periodic# This is true 
since eCt) is periodic and Kt) is bo-unded# This proof, as 
well as the other proofs presented in this chapter, will pro­
ceed along the general lines discussed in Chapter I, Part B. 
As a first step, a sisiple closed curve T will be constructed 
such that the velocity vector defined at each point of T by 
equations (2#^) is directed toward th© interior of T for all 
values of t. 
Portions of r will consist of arcs of the curves defined 
by the following equation! 
C, « Cy 4- k)^ + (2.9) 
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where C| and k ar© positiTe constants and fix) is defined 
in asswaption (e). This two-paraaieter faiailj will be denoted 
by r{C|, + k), Beeaust of assumption Ce), rCCi , + k) is a 
simple closed curve for any k aad all S| sufficiently large* 
It is symaetrie about the li-ne y « -k andj if G| > c", then 
f CG",. * k) lies entirely withia the region bounded by 
r{c{, + k)» It was noted in CMpter I, Part B that one nay 
o o o 
formally compate C| in equation (2#9I and eliminate x and y 
from the resulting expression by swbstitutiag from equations 
o o 
leaving Ci as a funetioa of x^y, aad t« If C| is 
negativ®, the vtloeity vector d^fimd by equations {2*0) at 
a point Cx,y) is directed toward the interior of the curve 
o 
T CC|, * k) which passes through (x:|.y)t Computation of C| 
froffl equations (2#^) and (2#9I yields 
(l/^iCx,t,k) = gCx) [-k -F{s| -t- E(t)l • {2|,10) 
L@t k in equation (2,9) b@ defined as follows: 
k = e, (2,11) 
wher® e is defined in assumption {e|. Equation (2,11|| 
with assuBiptions (b|, Cd), and C©|, implies 
g{x) < 0|. -k -FCx) + E(t) ^  e 
3C < -Xq., t 
12.12) 
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Statement {2.12) and equation (2•10) imply 
G| C3c,tsk) < 0 
X ^  ""%,t 
{2a3) 
If k is replaced by -k and C| is replaced by Cg ia 
equation (2,9), on® obtains a new family of curves defined 
by 
Cg » Cyk}® + (2.14) 
where as before it is understood that C-g aad k are positive 
o 
constants. Upon corapwting Og,, om obtains ©quatioa (2,10) 
with, k replaced by -kj 
(l/^g(x,t,k) » g(x)[,k P(x) + l(t)], C2»15) 
Again defining k by equation (2.111 and using assumptions 
(b), (d), and {©I, one obtains tht stateaent analagous to 
statement (2.. 12) s 
g(x) > 0,. Ic - fix} + S(t) *e 
X > X , t 
- 0 
(2.16) 
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Iquatioa C2«15) and statsiient (2*16) imply 
OgCx,t,k) < 0 
X ^ Xq, t 
Tlie emrvas OCCj,.®! will also be «s©d In defining F , 
wliere is defined, as follows! 
(2.17) 
Cj " (t/ajy aACx)] ® , C2aai 
where Cj aM m are positive constants aad 
x 
A{x) » ^ aCul-dHi (2.19) 
These eiirves ham two branehes, which are. a distance 
2iZ apart? 
fix.) « mA(x) fT 03'"^^ (2.20) 
On either branch, the following equation holds for all 
Tallies of Gji 
fix^) - y{-x^) « m[A{xQ) - • (2.21) 
Let SI in equation (2,1S) be defined as follows; 
a » Zb/IaIxq) *. A(-%)"] (2 .22)  
where e is defined in assumption {e)# Then equation (2.21) 
becomes 
yC^©) - y(-Xo^ ® C2.23) 
o 
Th© function Gg can be computed ia the msml way from equa­
tion {2*1#| and equations (2.0|s 
C3C3c,7,t,a| « » RI4{X]3 
(2.24) 
+ [7 * raACx)^ I -ii®A(x) ia[f{x) * E(t)] -g(x)|» 
low'let X be restricted to the interTal jx{ ^  3^• In this 
internal, A(3c), F(x), and g{x) bam. finite bouMs, and E{t) 
is bounded for all t# therefore, sine® a is positivethere 
exist fixed positive ambers a-ad ^  swch that 
Ixl < x^, Ifl £ * 2e,t 
(2»25) 
All of the facts neoessarj for the definition of the 
simple closed curve F are aow assembled. This curve is 
piettared in Figure 2» fhe cmrv® ACg , -s) passes through 
the point (XoiF©), where 
Cg « (jo -s)^ • zfixo), (2.26) 
Since r(c|, -'e) Is S3?i!iiaetric about the line j » s, it also 
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Figure 
Simple closed curve 
2.  
r for Theorem I, 
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passes through the paint C35^,-yQ+2e|, Tlie lower branch of 
the CTirr© GCCl,®} passes througti this poiat, where 
c| « (i/^y^ + ae - ©ACaCpj]®, (2.27) 
and IS is defined ia aquation {2,22|# iccording to equation 
{2»23l, SCCI^m) passes through th© point f-3%»-y0)* fhrough 
this point passes the cmrw T^CCJ, e), tihere 
C{ « C-Fo * {2»2i) 
Since TCo}, ^-el is symetric about th® line y « -e, it inter­
sects the lint x « again at the poiBt -2e). The 
upper branch q£ the curir© CI{Gjja) passes through this point, 
wher® 
Cl *(i/t)[Fg -2e -  ^ |2,29) 
and m is again defined in equation (2,22)* Equation (2,23) 
shows that ©CCiiffll passes through (Xo»yQ), thus completing 
V , Statements (2,13C2»17)# and {2.25) lead imiiediately 
to the conclusion' that th© velocity vector defined at each 
point of V by equations C2»t) is directed toward th© interior 
of V for all values of t* 
The cmrv© f defined abov© is not wniqm®# This is true 
'because the inequalities imposed on x and y in the lower 
lines of statements (2»13), (2,1?), and (2,25) are one-sidedj 
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that is, the facts listed in the upper lines of those state­
ments hold for all x larger than a fixed nwraber, or all x 
smaller than a fixed nuiiber,, or for all j bounded on only 
oa©. side# If A is any positive number whateTer, one ean 
start at the point and construct another Qwcr& 
V(A) just.as r was constructed, and statements (2#13), (2^171 
and (2.25) will show that the velocity Tector defined at each 
point of r(A) by ©quations C2,S) is directed toward the 
interior of /^CA) for all Tallies of t# Sine© Pi A) Taries 
continuously with A, ther© exists a positive value ©f A such 
that rit) passes through aay point {x,y).,, provided only that 
(x,y) lies outside the region bounded by T, These facts l©ad 
to the•proof of statement (2»7l> 
la Ohapttr I, Part B it was poiat@d out how any solution 
of €squatioas (2,.8| can b©' represent©d by means of a moving 
poiat P[xCt), yCtO whose coordiaates xCt) and yft) satisfy 
equations (2#^), Statement (2#71 cm be proved by showing 
that, if P[x;Ct), y{t}] oocupiBs aay point (X|,y|) outside the 
region bounded by f at tia© t^, th®o P[kCt), y{t)] nust cross 
r within a finite time aft#r t^« 
As long as P^xCt), y(t)] remains outside the region 
bounded by T , it lies on a curve TCA), for some positive 
value of A» Since the coordinates of P[x(t), y(t)l vary 
continuoiisly with t,. so does this associated value of At 
A •  A(t), (2.30) 
and hence one may saj that p[x(t), j(t)] lies on the curve 
/[A{t)l # isw, to show that P[xft|, y(t|j crosses V for a 
finite Talue^ of t, it is only aeeessary to show that ACt) 
vanishes for a finite value of t» This will b@ acoomplished 
by showing that, a® long as P[xit), yCt)] remains outside T , 
o 
the time derivativ© dCt) is less than a fixed negative 
nwiaber. 
The curve r[A{t)1 is composed of four segments, just 
as r is* Thes© segments are determined hj the parameters 
If' f If G|(t), •Ggit), GfCt), and CjCtI# la analogy with equations 
{2#26), |2.*27),. {2#28), and C2#29l, one may writ© 
G|(t| » * i\(t)-'e]^  + afCx^ ), (2,31) 
cJCt) =[-Jo - Altl^E] ® 4 zfi'X^U (2.32) 
CgCtJ « Ci/^[-yQ - ACt|+2e C2.33) 
G|{t) « k[lQ • ^Ct)+2£ - (2.34) 
At aay time t after tf, P[x(t|, 7(t)l occupies the point 
[xCt|,yCtn» Suppose first that x(t) ^  then P[:K(t),yit)^ 
lies on that segient of 7[Aft)] which consists of an arc of 
the curv® TCCgltl, •£) (See Figure 2|, therefore, one may 
use equation (2,31) t© solve for A(t) in terms of 
Ait) « ^ e 4 [cJCt) - Zfixj]^/^, (2.35) 
o 
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where positiT.e radical must b# used because A(t)-e 
is by definition a positive EUjaber# The time deriyatiTe of 
Aft) can be coiapwted froa equation {2*3$) t 
a{t) -(i/^l(t)/[oJ(t) - 2 (XoO'A . (2.36) 
o , 
Statement (2.17) can be applied to C|Ct) in ©quatioa (2*36), 
sine© by hypothesis x{t| ^  loi, ever, in this case it is 
possible to say eren mom than this. Siae© P[x{t),y{t)] 
occupied a point of at time t-j, P[x(t),y{t)l is 
confined to the region bomded by f[A(t, )1 for all t > t|. • 
Then x{t| and yCt) are bounded for all t > ti, and there 
exist fixed ntiabers Xg and yg such that 
|xCt||<X8, tyCtH < yg 
t > t, 
{2*371 
Since it has been assumed that x(t} > this means that 
X© ^ xCt) Bttt ass^jffliptioii (b| and the continuity of 
g(x) imply the existence of a fixed positiv© nuiab^r such 
that 
gCx) > g© 
:% < X 5 xa 
{2.3B} 
Then, for this case, statement (2,16) can be replaced by 
th© stronger statement 
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g[xCt)]>go, k-F[xCt)l + S(t) <-e 
x{t} t > t| , (2.39) 
aad states'^nt (2,39) with equation (2•IS) leads to the 
statement 
(l/^ |{t) < -g@e 
X{t} ^ 3%, t > t| 
(2.40) 
Statement (2.40) and equ-ation (2,.36) imply 
A(t) < -g0e/ICg(t) - 2t(xQ)l'/^ 
x{t) > x^,,t > t, 
(2.41) 
low, since P[3c(t), y(t)l lies inside the region bounded by 
r[A(t|)l, it follows that 
G|;(t) < C2(t| ) 
t > t| 
Statements {2,41) and (2,42) lead to the statement 
A(t) < -Soe/[Gi(t,) -
(2.42) 
x(t) ^  t > t| 
r 
(2.431 
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A similar argmtent Itads to the stateaieiit 
i.(t) < -g,e/i;c{(t|) - 2f(-x 
x{t| < t > t| (2,44) 
wher© gi is a fixed positiT® Ewnher# 
low suppose that PtCt),FCt|l lies ©utside Y , but 
fxCt){ ^  2^, Then P[xCt),yCt)l either lies below the loiter 
branch of G(03,11), or abov© the mpper braaeh of (l(C|,a) 
(See Figwt 2U Suppos# it li«8 b©l©w the lower branch ©f, 
G(C|,bi). fh#a equation (2,33) implies 
^ ( t )  »  +  2 e  i a A { 2 ^ )  +  [ 2 G | ( t ) ' ] ' / ^  •  ( 2 , 4 5 )  
Differentiation of equation (2,45} with respect t© t yields 
A(t) « (t/i)f2 C| It |/[c| (t)1 r/n ^ {2,46) 
Since by hypothesis P[i:(t),yit)l lies b®low i fC],®), ref-
ertnce to Figure 2 shows that stateiaewt (2.25) is iamecl-
iataly applicable to C|.Ct| in eqmatioa (2»46), IE faet, 
one may say • . , 
let) <C-i/a)^ /i./[c|(t)lV» 
|x{t)j ^  j(t) ^  *yo • t 5* t| 
. (2.47) 
Sine® lies within the region boundei byT^CtiO 
for all t > t|,: 
C^Ct) < 
% > t, 
St&tm&ntB (2,47) and. (2,4^) imply 
lit) <(• l/^2V/[c4Ct,|]V® 
|xCt)| < •*• 2ej t > t| 
A similar argument leads to 
kt} <C«i/i)/2)^ /[c|(t|)|'/^  
jxCt}f ^ 3CQ,yCt| > - 2E, t > t,. _ 
(2.4^1 
C2.49I 
(2,50) 
Statements (2,43), (2.44), (2#49), and C2»5G,) proTida 
O 
an upper bound for &it} for every possible location of 
P['3c(t) ,y{t j] ©utside V for aay tim© t aft^r ti. Let p be 
a positive nuniber swch that 
p < minj Soe/pgtt,) - Z'/'Cxo)]'/® , 
g,£/[o;(t,) - 2^'(-Xo)]'A, (2.51! 
(iA)r2^ /[ci (t, )i V®, OA)42/^ /[C; (t, a' A] . 
Then, as long as y{t)l remains outside 7 | 
lit) < -Pj 
12.52) 
Alt) < 4(^1) -pCt • t||. 
Inequality (2,52) makes it ohriom that there exists a 
finite Talue of t sweh that A{t) » 0, and P^xit), y{t)] 
crosses T within a finit® tine after t|. 
Sine© f Bmompm&BS a finite portion of the xy^plaae., 
thsr© exist fixed positive auraibers % and such that ©Tery 
solution of equations 12.^) ultiaately satisfies 
[xCtJl < 
(2.53) 
lyCt)l < y^. 
Th® nmher X in statement (2^.71 can be taken equal to x^, 
O 
To show that X in statement (2.7) ©xists, the first of 
equations (2,S) caa be rewrittea 
X « [y « F(x| * E(tjl /afx). (2.54) 
low,, it has already betn shorn that |x(t)| < X for all t 
greater than som® fiaite value., and this fact can be coupled 
with th© continuity of P(x) and &ix) to yield 
lP(3c)l < F, a(x) > 1 
Nl < X  
(2,55) 
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where F and A are fixed positlTe nyabers* the second of 
inequalities (2»53)» statement C2»J5)» and assusption (e) 
imply the existence of a fixed positive amber T such that 
lx(t)| < + F +S)/A 
t > f 
(2.56) 
Then X in statement (2*7) can be taken equal to the right 
membtr of the upper inequality ia statement (2,56), and 
T|^X:|0) ,xCO)l can be taken equal to f in the lower inequality 
of that same statement,# The dependence of T on the Initial 
conditions xfO), xCO) coses through the value of p in 
inequality C2#52)* As the initial locatioa of P[2cCt), y(t)] 
recedes from V ,|3 approaches zero because C|Ct|), Cg(t|), 
t ft 
Caft'ili Cj(t|| approach infinity. In additioa, A(t|) 
approaches infinityj so that the falue of t which makes the 
right member of inequality (2*52) vanish also approaches 
infinity. 
This completes the proof of th® first conclusion of 
Theorem I, which is embodied In stateaent (2.71* The second 
conclusion, that equation (2#6J has a periodic solution of 
period p, follows iiamediately from the existence of T 
since the region bounded by F is mapped into Itself by the 
representative points and therefore has a fixed point from 
time t to tine t+p# 
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fhte aerb theoreni deals v/itii a more. general class of 
equations than that covered by equation (2.6)» The essen­
tial difference lies in the damping coefficient, which is 
a function of x alone ia equation (2,6)# Theoreii II deals 
with the following equationi 
Let t5^e following conditions be satis* 
a(x)x[ + :tf(x,x) + g(x) « ©(t) • (2«57) 
fiedi 
(a) aCx) is/positive for all values of x, 
(b| There twists a fixed positive nusiber such 
that 
f{x,x| > 0 
fx} > 
(c) There ©xists a function L(x) and fixed posi 
tiv© numbers 2c^, X j and ^ such that 
fCxjX) > L(x| + 3X 
jxt < Xq, Ixj > 
and 
•xo 
*"4 2* 
(d| Th©re exists a positiTe auniber ^  such 
that 
X > Xqi 5: 
|)(x,x) < -J? 
i: ^  X. 
where 
that 
» aCx|g(x|/fCx,x| » 
C©) Lim « + oo ^ where 
jxj-»«> 
^ g(u)&iu)4.u, 
o 
it) Thert exists a fixed positive umber M such 
iKtll ^  M 
t 
where 
and 
B(t| » ^ eCu}dU| 
o 
M < Eftia 
Then there exist fixed positiT® numbers X and X which are 
independent of tht initial coaditioas x{0)^ x(0) and a 
finit# mjaber T[x{0|jx{0)] which depends on x(0},x-C0) such 
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that every solution 
[x{tjx(0),i(0)}, x|ti x!0),S(0)}] 
of equation {2,57} satisfies 
}^{t|x(0),l:(0)] } < X, jl:{t|xC0),x{0)] j si 
t > f[xC0),x{0)] 
A2*5i) 
further, if b(%) in ©quation {2»57l is assumed to, be 
periodie of period p, them equation (2,571 has a periodic 
solution of period p. 
A simple exaiiple satisfying the assumptiomof Theorem 
II is furnished by 
where 
f{x,x) « f,Cx)fgCx)j 
f|Cx) > 0 
{2.591 
{ 2 ,601 
a| > fgCx) > mg > 0 
a 
X 
{2.61) 
a{x)g{3£)/a,f, CxJ 
X > 
(2.62) 
-44* 
a{x|g(x)/i!iig, (x) < 
(2.63) 
X < -Xq 
The fimctioB L{x) in asswaptioa (c) eaa b© taken as 
and the positi¥® nimber'^ in assmption (c| becomes 
It is to be noted that eqtaatioa (2.59) and statements (2,60) 
through (2«63) do liot require that either ©quation (2,2) or 
inequality (2,3) b® satisfied# 
The prO'Of of fheore® II will proceed along lines quite 
similar to those followed In the proof of Theorem Car-
tain results will b@ established with regard to the equiv­
alent SfSt€ll 
L(x) « i%f, (x) - 3^ 
where ^  is any positive nmbtr such that 
(2.64) 
Mg ^ fi(u|dtt > (2.65) 
 ^  ^f|(u)d,u 6^ 1:^ . (2.66) 
a(x)x » f • S(t| 
(2.67) 
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and these results will lead to the conclusions of Theorem II• 
First it will b# shotm that a familj of cur¥es Vi&) exist, 
having the same properties as the fiA) in the proof of 
Theoresi I» the cunres r{C|,+k) and r{C2,~k), defined in 
©qmtions (2 •.91 and (2 #14) respectiirely, will again be used 
in defining the curve T, along ifith the curves HCC^^+XqI 
defined by 
X 
% ® y * ^ {2t6&) 
Xq 
and the curves I{0^,-3%I defined by 
X 
Cj « y + ^ L(u|du, {2*69) 
where Lix) is defined in assmption (c)«, 
O 
Computing C| from equations (2»9} and (2,6?), one 
obtains 
k+ltt 4" #Cxjx)[k-lCt)] . ( 2 ,70) 
Assumptions (a) and (b )  and equation C2»70) imply 
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V 0 
G|{XfXfjftfk) 
(x,xJ/a(xjj[k-l(t]ij[ECt l-k + 4^ {x,x)] 
TT V "V ty 4" 
— O ^ $ ¥- t • 
{2.711 
Issmption (f) implies the es;istenc© of fixed positive 
atimbers and gg such, that 
M = Z y •* e I, 
M * 6g» 
Let k in equation {2#9l be defined as follows: 
k » M + f , 
(2.72) 
where 
0 < f < ffiiaCsi ,Eg)» 
(2,731 
C2.74) 
Then, assumptions |a), |b|, id) ^ and equations (2*72) 
and (2»73)| and inequality 12.74) lead to the statement 
f(x,x)/a(x|>0,k-E{t)>f,, lCt|-k+4f|x,x) > 2ei -§ 
X > 2{^,X|,3F, y.t 
C2.75) 
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Stateaents (2#711 and. (2»75) ioply 
G| |x,x,7,.t,ic) < 0 
X ^  XQ,x,Y,t 
(2.76) 
proTideci k is defined by equation (2.731# A similar 
argument leads to the statement 
Gt(x,xj stjK) < Q 
X ^  -3%,x,j,t 
(2,77) 
The segments of f witliin the interval [:^| ^ .sSq will 
consist of arcs of the curves liCG^,,+Xo) and H(Og,-%) 
defined in equations (2,6i| and C2ii69). To establish the 
o o 
desired iaequalitiea on C^, and' , it is eonvenieat to 
divide the second of equations (2*67) by th© first to ob­
tain 
y/x « -fCxiX) 
yH|t3 (2,7^) 
In the interval jx| < aix) and g(x) have upper finite 
bourids, and a(:x) has a non-ztro lower bound. This, with 
assumption Ic), implies th© esclstence of a fixed positive 
nwiber y^ such that 
£iXfX) > LCx|+2A, la(x)gCx)/ry+E(t)]l < X 
ixj < > y^Hk-SSjtijx| < 
(2.79) 
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where Is is defined in equation |2»73) and X and ^  are 
defined in assiaiptioii (e), and use has been made of the 
first of equations C2.«67), whieh relates x with y.. 
Equation (2*7^) aM stateiaeat i2*79) imply 
j/x < -L{x) •^ 
|xl < Xg, y > jQ%k - 2S,,t|jxj< XqjJ ^-y^-2k +S,t 
Mow let % be ealeulated from eqwatisn (2,65)1 
(2.^0) 
« 
Q^iXfX^f) » y+l4x|x, 
(2.di) 
« x[|y/x)+LCE|l • 
Hypothesis Cf) implies the existence of a fix©d positive 
number n such that 
y + ECt) < -a 
I < -Jq - 2k "f ,t 
(2 .82)  
and statement (2...d2| with asstanption (a) and the first of 
equations {2^67) iaplies th© existaace of a fisced positiT© 
number Xf such that 
N» VJ 
X < -X| 
|3c{ < ^ ,y < -y^ - 2k + S ,t 
(2,S3} 
Stat€!»ents i2»B0) and (2*33J and equation (2,81) yield 
0^(XjX,y| > Ax| 
jx| < x^tf < " 2k •¥ I ,% 
{2.114) 
In the sane way, it can b© showi that there exists a fixed 
posit IT® niMber Xg such that 
CjCxjljy) < ->»Xg 
i3c[  ^3%,r > Fo * 41?: "* 2% ,,t 
(2.85) 
Statement {2»64) means that tht solutions of eqtaations 
(2*67) cross tlie curves H{GJ^ ,*:Xq) going upward in the region 
(xj ^  £ -yQ-21c + % , whilt they cross the curres 
i(G^,«Xj^| going downward in the region Ixj^XQ^y^ -*2^. 
The simple closed curfe V ia shown in Figure •3.* 
f t t t 
The values of the constants C|, Gg, Q^, and Gj are as 
follows s 
GJ » ifQ*k) ^ zi^ixQlt 
t E 
Cg » (•-y0-3k+^) •¥2r{'*x^ ) 
1 
•y0-2k, 
(2,06) 
(2.87) 
(2*aa) 
where k is defined in equation (2.73) and ^ is defined in 
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Y= K: 
-K-
X = -X 
(-XnrYn-2K+S) 
Figure 
Simple closed curve V for 
3. 
Theorems II and III, 
"*50"* 
assiffiiption (c). To see that the point C%,Fo,"**4k-2S ) lies 
below the point it is only neeessary to note that 
the second of ©quatioas C2»72), equation C2*73) and in­
equality 12*74) imply 
4k - 2S < 0. (2.90) 
Then V may be completed by the vert leal lioe sega,ent JoiE'-
ing C^Qiy^) and .(:K^,y0+4fe'*2S ), along with x is positive 
as a conseqtieEc© of the definition y^# 
It reiaains to b® shown that a representatiTe point 
P[x(t),yCtQ starting at any point outside Y will cross T 
within a finite time after the initial time t|. This can 
be done In exactly the same way it was done in the proof 
O 
of fheorera I, It is necessary to show that &it) is less 
than a negatife oonstant as long as P[x{t) ,y|t|1 is oiit** 
r7 ** f 
side r, and this in turn depends on the fact that C,(t) 
fi«l,2,4i5) is bounded away from sero while P[z(t),y(t)l 
reaaias outside T, Statements (2,#4| and C2»d5) show that 
C^Ct) ©.M CjCt) satisfy this condition whenever Pj^xCt),yCt)l 
lies on tt[ei{t|,+3^ OF' HjCjCtlj-xJi , 
If x(t) > P[xCt],y|t)1 lies oo fCcJCtlj+k) aad 
o f 
G|(t) satisfies C2,76|» As was the ease for Theorem I, 
pjx(t|,yCt)] must remain inside the region bomuded by 
V[A(ti )1, and this implies that xCt) and y|t) are bouaded 
for t > t|, Then the first of equations (2.6?) implies that 
x{t) is also bounded for t > t|» fhes® bounds with assump-
tions (a| and {b} and tlie fact that fCx,x) is continuous 
imply the existence of a fixed positive umber such that 
f[xCt),xit)l/arx(t)] > Fq 
:(t| > Mt), t > t, 
{2.91) 
Therefore, in this special case statement (2*71) can be 
replaced by 
frx(t),xCt)]/a[x|t|]>rgj, k-lCtl >^ , 
I{t) - lc-t-4t[3^Ct)ixft> 2e| 
xi%) > x^|i(t),t > tf 
Statements {2,71) and (2.92) then yield 
. (2,92) 
® »  
G|Ct) < (2e|-S} 
xCt) ^  XQfMt), t > t| 
In the sarae way it can be shown that 
(2,93) 
CtCt) (2e,-f) 
xCt) ^  -X^,x{t), t > tj 
{2,94) 
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StatemeEts (2«84|, C2»05-), {2.93), snd (2.94) show that 
o o 
^(t) is negatiT© and bounded away from zero, and A(t) 
satisfies inequality (2.52) for some positiT© Talue of p.. 
From this point the reaeoning whieb leads to state-
meat (2*5^) is completely analagous to that ©laployed in 
the proof of Theorem I, and it will mot be reproduced in 
detail. Th© existence of a periodic solution for equation 
(2*57) whenever e(t) is periodic follows from the ©xist-
enee of f, just as it did for Theorem. I. 
fh@ third theorem to be preseEttd also deals, with 
equation (2.«57)* In this ease e(t) will he bounded, but 
no assumption will be mad© regarding E(t)» That this is 
not a tri-rial distinction is illustrated by the equation 
X + Ax + Bx « Gsin(t) + D, (2,95) 
where A, B, C., and 1) are conatants and in particular when 
B » 0» fh® integral of th© right member of equation (2,4) 
is bounded, and if A > 0, B « 0^ equation (2.4) has only 
bounded solutions, Th© right aember of equation (2,.95) 
has an unbounded integral, and if B » Oj equation (2.95) 
.has no bound.ed solutions at all when D is different from 
zero.. 
For oonrmiencef equation (2,57) will b© reproduced here: 
Am la(x)x|+ xf(XfX) + g(x) » e(t), (2,96) 
dt J 
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fheorea III« Let the following CGnditions be 
satisfitdJ 
(a| aCx| is positlTe for all mlues of k» 
ih) There exists a fixed positive number such 
that 
f(x,x) > 0 
|xl > 
{c) Lim IrgCxll sign x\ « +co, and 
Ixh^o ^ ^ 
xgix) > 0 
{xj > .3Cq 
{d| There ©xlsts a ftmetioa hix) and fixed positiT© 
numbers , X , and ^ sueh that 
fix,x) > Lix) + 3A 
|x| <: 3£^, jxj > 4 
and 
% 
5 « S , 
"Xq 
{e| there exist fi»d positive maibtrs a and P 
such that 
'Xfxjxl ^ a 
jx| > X 
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and 
where 
5^x,x)lg{x)| ^  P 
•Xfxixl » f(x,l;)/a(x:) » 
it) tin \i^{x)} « +00 , where 
{ X j-^Oo 
X 
* y glu)a( u 
Cgl There ©slsts a fixed positive umiber 1 such 
^eCt)| < M 
Then, if M is sufficiently saallj, there ©xist fixed positiT® 
o 
numbers X and X fihicli are independent of the initial con­
ditions ziO} and x(0) and a finite mmh%T f[x(0|,xf0|] 
whieh depends on 3cC0| and x(0) suah that every solution 
[x{t|3cC0) ,iCO)} , x|t|x{0) ,|:(0)}] 
of equation C2»_96| satisfies 
c{t|xC0]l,5;C0)} j X, jx[t|x(0) ,x|0|} j <X 
t > T[x(0} ,xC0)] 
(2.97) 
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Further, if e(t) in equation (2#96) is periodic with period 
p, equation {2.96) has a periodic solution of period p.. 
For purposes of proving Theoreai III, equation (2.96) 
will be replaeed by th@ equiTalent system 
aCsclx « y, 
y « -yX{x,x)-gC3£)+eCt), 
{2.9B) 
whera X{x,x) is defined in msm.ptlQn (©}, 
The proof of fheorem III will follow the smm pattern 
as that of Theorem II, and the curves rCC|,.4-k), rCGg,-k), 
11(0^,-3Cjj) defined in equations (2,9), (2*14), 
(2,6d), and {2»69) will b© uaed in defining the simple 
closed ei«*w T* Computing'0|. In equation (2.9) and sub­
stituting from equations (2»9i), one obtains 
(l/^lCxjX,y,t,k) » -Xfx,x|j[y 
2?((x,i) J 
* k 
(2,99) 
, reCti'*ic?((x.x)V 
I ZMXfX) J ' *^ 1 XCxji) J' 
Assimptions (a) aad (b| and equation (2,99) imply 
* 2?C(x,x)[e(t) - 2g(2c)j k • e^(t)| 
^ ^  3Co,x,y,t 
. (2.100) 
To detemin© the sign of Qj in statement {2.100), it is 
necessary to detemine the sign of Q(x,l,t,k|, where 
Q,(3C|X,t,k)« ^^CX|X)k®+2X{3c,:l|[e{t)-2g{%jlk4-©^(t). (2,1011 
O Q 
Fer any fixed mlu-es of 3c,x, and t, Q{x,x,t,k| is 
obTioulsy positive for all {k{ larger than soae fixed nxm" 
ber* and there e%ist -ralaes of fc for which Q(x,l,t,k) is 
negative if and only if QiXfXftfk) has reql distiact roots 
in k* fhese roots are 
- 2gU)**:®C^I± 2{g(3€)rgf3c|«t.Ct?l}^/^ ,(2,1021 
KiXfi.} 
Let M in aasimption (g| b© taken snail enomgti so that 
p - fc > 0, (2.103) 
where a and p are defined ia assuraptioa (e), and consider 
k|, the root eorrespoadiag to the positive radical in ©qua* 
tioa (2,102)* Inttiialitj (2#103) and assttmptions (c) and 
(e) itiplf 
i/g 
k,(x,x,t) > 
X ^  XojX^t,. 
(2.104) 
Let kg be the root corresponding to the negatiT© radioal 
ia equation (2*102)» Upon rationalizing the ii-uiB©rator of kg 
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oae obtains 
kg{x,x,t) 
„.a!Xy... .. 12.105 J 
XCx,x)j2g(x| • @(t) • 2[gC^)Cifx) - e{tMp/^j 
According to asswrnption CeJ, 
kgCx,x,t) ^  sM$JL 
p|2 -[eCtl/glxl] + 2[l 
3C > X^,X,t 
.(2,106) 
Stateiaent (2,106) and assuaption fg) yield 
kgCx,x,t) ^  
^^ 2 -[^ gCxi] + 2^ 1 - M/gCx)] 
f 
Assumption Cc) implies the existence of a fixed positive 
number .such tbat 
. (2a07) 
gC2C) > ^  
X Xq 
(2.103) 
Statements (2.107) and (2*10^) imply 
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p[2 - WBo * z[l -
X > x^,x,t 
(2.109) 
low let M be chosea siaail ©mugh so that, not only 
is inequality I2.103) satisfied, but also 
Ma » alfiCP 
a* 
(2.110) 
p{z - «/Bo * 2[l - >VgoT'^ °} 
Then statements (2.104) and (2.109) imply the existence 
of a fixed positiT© nuaber sucli that 
flien 
k|(x,.x,t) > Icq > kg.(x,x,t) 
X > :%,x,t 
QCx,x,t,k^) < 0 
X > X^jXjt 
(2.111) 
(2.112) 
and this implies 
G,(x,x,y,t,k^) < 0 
X > :%,s,y,,t 
(2.113) 
Th© same procedure which leads to stateseii't (2»113) 
0 
caa b@ applied to Gg on i {Cg,*k) for x It will l#a4 
o o 
to stateaeat (2#100) witli C| replaced bj G^, k rtplaced by 
«k, and x > replaced by x *^0* jields equation 
{2.102) with th© algebraic siga reversed on the expressioa 
2gCx) • ©Ct) ill front of tb® radiealj 
k(x,l;, t| « eCt) - .2g{x| * z{gix)igix) •> 
X{x,x) 
(2 • 114> I 
Inequality (2.103) and assiMiptioas (c) and (e) witli equa-
tioa (2# 1141 Itad to B%a%&mmt (2.»104) with x > Xq replaced 
by X S •:%# Similarly, one can arri¥@ at statement C2#109) 
with X ^ replaced hj x ^  -% and ^  replaced fey , 
wher® g| is a fixed positive n«aber sueh that 
|{x) ^  -g, 
X ^ -Xq 
(2,115) 
L®t g be the smaller ©f the awmbtrs and g|,,, ,.and let 
M be chosen small ^ aomgh so that 
< ffiin 
{^z - M/g + 2[l « 
Mttjl infcM ai..-: i afeli, -M 
( * a2 
(2.1161 
where S Is defined in assmption (d). Then there 
a fixed positiTe number -/ such that 
y <(i/a")S , 
2P - m * 2 feci * Mg)]|A 
> y > 
] .ejz - vs/s * 2[i - M/s 
With M and y so chosen, the following statemeEts are true; 
C|Cx,x,y,t,.y). < 0 
CgCx,x,y,y,y) < 0 
i2,lU) 
{2.119) 
In the interval jxj < the curve V will consist of 
arcs of the curves H{C^,4-3c@), H{Og,-Xg), which are defined 
by equations |2.6d) and (2*69)• Sine® assmption (d) for 
Theorem III is the same as assumption Co) for Theorem II| 
statements (2.«d4) and (2*^5) can be proved in the saa© way 
they were established for Theorem II, with a minor difference 
due to the difference in fowi between equations 12.67) and 
equations {2,933• 
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Th® formal definition of T is identical with that for 
fheoreffl II, with k replaced by-y, which satisfies inequal­
ities (2#117)» It is of murm uncl©r0tood that M in assump­
tion Cg) satisfies inequalities {2«103) and {2.»116|, Thea 
atatements (2»S5)',» C2«ll^|,, aad (2tll9) show that 
the velocity wctor defined by equations (2»9d| at tach 
point of r is directed toward the interior of T for all 
values of t« 
fhe remainder, of the proof of Theorem .III follows 
exactly the sane limes as thos© for fheoreii II, aii.d it will 
not toe repeated h©re.«, 
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